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ABSTRACT
The air flow patterns in an industrial milk powder spray
dryer were investigated. Isothermal three-dimensional
transient simulations were carried out using the
commercial CFD code CFX10.0. The Shear Stress
Transport (SST) turbulence model was implemented to
model the effects of turbulence.
These simulations differ from previously published
studies of spray dryer air flows in that they include
features found in industrial scale plant. First, they include
a second inlet air stream through the internal fluid bed at
the bottom of the drying chamber. Second, the two outlet
ducts are located near the top rather than the bottom of the
dryer, which has been the case in most previous studies.
It was found that the main air jet oscillated and
precessed about the central axis. In turn, the recirculation
zones between the main jet and the chamber walls
fluctuated in size relative to the movement of the jet.
Validation was achieved by observing the oscillation of
the main air jet of a large dryer visualised by tell-tail tufts
attached to a central pole.

INTRODUCTION
Spray drying is the transformation of a feed from a fluid
state into a dried form by spraying the feed into a hot
drying medium (Masters, 1972). This drying technique is
used in a number of process industries for the production
of foodstuffs, detergents, pharmaceuticals and cosmetics
(Masters, 1972).
Fonterra Co-operative Group Ltd, the world’s largest
exporter of milk products, operates some 40 spray dryers
across 25 manufacturing sites within New Zealand. One
such plant is the world’s largest milk powder plant,
situated on the Clandeboye site near Temuka in the South
Island.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods have
become a powerful tool due to computational advances,
and have been used to study spray dryers (Nijdam et al.,
2004). These CFD techniques have been used to compare
the performance of rotary disc and pressure nozzle
atomisation (Huang et al., 2006), assess chamber design
alternatives (Huang et al., 2003, Southwell et al., 2001)
and predict drying performance (Li and Zbicinski, 2005,
Southwell et al., 1999).
Air flow patterns in spray dryers have been the subject
of numerous experimental and CFD studies. (Langrish et
al., 1992) give a review of flow visualisations. Numerous
CFD simulations on spray dryers have been published
(Fletcher et al., 2003, Guo et al., 2003, Harvie et al., 2002,
Kieviet et al., 1997, Langrish, 1993, Langrish et al., 2004,

LeBarbier et al., 2001, Oakley and Bahu, 1990, Stafford et
al., 1996, Straatsma et al., 1999).
Stafford et al. (1996) used particle image velocimetry
(PIV) to measure the velocity field in a small spray dryer
with pressure nozzle atomisation. They observed for the
case of no inlet swirl, an off centre jet and no symmetrical
recirculation zone. The left hand and right hand wall
flows were seen to flow upwards and downwards
respectively.
This flow pattern was attributed to
maldistribution of the inlet air.
Kieviet et al. (1997) compared 2D simulations with
experimental measurements of a pilot scale spray dryer
(height 0.373 m) without atomisation. The results for the
no inlet swirl case indicated a fast flowing core that
diverged as it progressed into the chamber. Measurements
of sensible mean velocities in the recirculation zones near
the walls were not possible due to the unstable flow.
These instabilities were attributed to a wiggling core.
Guo et al. (2003) performed transient 3D simulations
with CFX 4.4 on a sudden expansion/sudden contraction,
as well as a laboratory scale spray dryer (height 2.8 m).
They found that with no inlet swirl to the spray dryer, the
flow was unstable and a periodic oscillation resulted. The
downward flowing jet moved in a quasi flapping pattern
with a period of 4.6 s. They concluded the movement of
the central jet was due to pressure fluctuations in the large
recirculation zones between the jet and the walls, and that
future simulations had to be 3D to fully capture these
effects.
Langrish et al. (2004) simulated the effects of inlet
swirl on the flow patterns in a pilot-scale spray dryer
(height 1.61 m). For the case of no inlet swirl, these
authors found that the base of the central jet moved or
precessed slightly around the axis with time, indicating
that steady state simulations of spray dryers are of limited
validity. They modelled the effects of turbulence with the
shear stress transport (SST) model. The SST model is a
statistical turbulence model that solves the k-ω model at
the wall and solves the k-ε model in the bulk. A blending
function is employed in CFX 10.0 to create a smooth
transition between the two (ANSYS, 2005a). This model
is one of the most effective models to overcome the
problems of the standard k-ε model with non-equilibrium
boundary conditions (ANSYS, 2005b).
The majority of spray dryer studies have been
conducted on laboratory or pilot scale equipment. This
allows for easier measurement of flow properties using
experimental techniques such as hot wire anemometry and
Laser Doppler Anemometry and hence, validation of CFD
simulations.
These studies provide valuable information about the
mechanisms within a spray dryer, but they do not truly
represent the industrial situation. Modern spray dryers
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was to determine the transient behaviour of the flow field
where a fluid bed air flow was included, and validate the
simulations against data collected from the industrial
scale.

(Figure 1) are two stage dryers where internal fluidised
beds at the base of the chamber provide the second stage
of drying. This allows for lower outlet air temperatures
because of the evaporation occurring in the fluid bed, thus
improving dryer efficiency and making the operation even
more suitable for drying heat sensitive materials
(Westergaard, 2003).

MODEL DESCRIPTION
Geometry

The industrial chamber geometry used (Figure 2) is a
modified conical type. Due to confidentiality the actual
dimensions cannot be reported, but it should be noted that
they are larger than those of Straatsma et al. (1999).
Main Inlet

East
Outlet
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Figure 1: Schematic of modern milk powder plant
The difficulty with experiments and therefore validation
on industrial dryers is their large sizes, the massive costs
involved and the hostile environment for flow,
temperature and humidity measurements (Huang et al.,
2006). Also, industrial scale simulations that include
transient particle tracking, hindered drying and wall
deposition are extremely expensive computationally
(Fletcher et al., 2003).
Straatsma et al. (1999) developed a 2D drying
simulation model to investigate two industrial spray dryers
(heights 14 and 17 m) used for milk powder production.
The air outlets in both cases were at the top of the
chamber but no internal fluid bed was included. The flow
field predicted for the larger of the two chambers that used
nozzle atomisers was a fast flowing core with large
recirculation zones between the central jet and the walls.
These simulations were steady state and included no
validation, so no transient behaviour was reported.
Fletcher et al. (2003) conducted a full transient
simulation with particle tracking, hindered drying and
wall deposition for an industrial spray dryer (height 30 m).
A deflected main inflow jet precessed slowly with time
around the central axis. The offset outlet pipe at the base
of the chamber caused the central jet to be significantly
off the dryer axis. However, like the simulations of
Straatsma et al. (1999), there was no internal fluid bed
flow nor any validation attempted.
Also, in an increasing number of modern spray dryers,
the outlet air passes through ducts located near the top of
the chamber rather than through a single outlet near the
bottom of the chamber. The presence of the outlet air
ducts at the top of the chamber means dry fine powder is
recirculated to the top of the chamber to interact with the
atomiser cloud, thus increasing agglomeration. This
mechanism is known as spontaneous secondary
agglomeration (Westergaard, 2003).
This paper examines the flow patterns in an industrial
spray dryer used for milk powder production. The aim

Fluid Bed Inlet

Figure 2: Industrial spray dryer geometry used for
simulations and experimental work
The main airflow enters the chamber between the
pressure nozzle lances and external recycle fines return
holes in the circular flat plate at the top of the chamber.
This flow has passed through an air disperser designed to
ensure a uniform flow pattern, so it can be assumed there
is no swirl in the inlet. The fluid bed air enters a plenum
chamber then flows up through the perforated plate,
inducing some swirl, which is the base of the chamber in
Figure 2. Both air streams are drawn out through the two
identical ducts located near the top of the chamber by
extractor fans, and hence the chamber and ducts are under
vacuum.
Boundary Conditions

The air flow in this simulation was assumed to be
incompressible and isothermal at 25 oC.
The inlet velocity was set at 17.5 m/s with a turbulent
intensity of 3.7 % and a turbulent length scale based on
the inlet diameter. This inlet turbulence approach is
identical to that of a number of studies (Guo et al., 2003,
Harvie et al., 2001, Harvie et al., 2002, LeBarbier et al.,
2001).
The fluid bed air inlet is modelled as a circular inlet
where the velocity is set at 0.77 m/s with no swirl. Again
a turbulence intensity of 3.7 % was used with a turbulent
length scale based on the fluid bed inlet diameter.
Average static pressures of – 60 Pa were specified in
the two outlet air ducts. The chamber walls were treated
with the default CFX 10.0 boundary conditions of no slip,
with smooth, adiabatic walls.
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Simulation Procedure

RESULTS

3D simulations were carried out using the commercial
CFD package CFX 10.0.
The transient Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the Shear Stress
Transport (SST) turbulence equation were used to model
the effects of turbulence. Second order discretization
schemes were used in both time and space to convert the
partial differential equations into a system of algebraic
equations.
Using this scheme, convergence was not possible for
steady state simulations, indicating, as expected, that the
simulations needed to be run in transient mode. The
unconverged steady state results were used as an initial
guess for the transient simulations.
A convergence criterion of a maximum residual of 1 x
10-4 was used to terminate the coefficient iterations.
Usually only two or three iterations at each time step were
required when using a time step of 0.01 s. A total
simulation time of 40 s was specified.
An unstructured mesh was used with inflation layers at
the walls, to ensure boundary layer effects were properly
captured. The mesh density was increased in the region
around the main inlet air stream at the top of the chamber
and in the outlet air ducts, where large gradients exist.
To check that the solutions obtained were independent
of the mesh, the simulations were repeated using mesh
consisting of approximately 270000, 326000 and 354000
nodes. The results from each compared favourably and
the simulation was deduced to be mesh independent. The
mesh with 326,000 nodes was used for the results
presented here.
Velocity components in the x, y and z directions, along
with the pressure at four fixed points, were recorded for
each time step.

Simulation

The major flow feature in the drying chamber is the
main axial jet entering the top of the chamber. It diverges
slightly, slows as it moves further into the dryer and
moves about the central axis with time. There is very little
flow normal to the dryer axis, with the axial flows
dominating.
The low velocity fluid bed air flows up and creates a
stagnation point with the main jet approximately 1 m
above the fluid bed. At this point, the flow is radial, but
the flow switches from being split to both walls or all
favouring one wall or the other due to the movement of
the main jet. The position of the stagnation point moves
up and down.
Between the main jet and the walls of the chamber,
slow recirculation zones are evident. The sizes of these
zones swell and compress causing the main jet to also
change in size and move about the central axis. This
movement of the jet also increases the velocities near the
walls; they increase when the jet is on the opposite side
and decrease when it moves close to the wall.
The movement of the main jet can be observed through
a series of 3D snapshots. The three snapshots of the jet
behaviour in Figure 4 are taken 30, 33 and 36 seconds
from the start of the simulation. It can be seen that the jet
flaps through the central axis of the dryer and not along
any distinct plane.
At 33 s, the main jet is seen to move close to the
chamber walls. Thus, it is likely that wet droplets
entrained in the main air jet will impact on the wall. If
these droplets adhere, they can brown and therefore have a
negative impact on product quality as well as becoming a
fire and explosion risk.
Interestingly, the vector plots in Figure 4 show some
flow from the main inlet travels straight to the outlets
along the roof of the chamber. This implies that some
particles will have much shorter residence times compared
to those that flow to the bottom of the chamber or become
caught in the recirculation zones, and therefore will have
higher moisture contents. Smaller particles from the
atomiser are more likely to be entrained in this air flow
and thus exit the drying chamber through one of the two
outlets. Future particle tracking simulations aim to deduce
if this is so.
The air velocities in the outlet ducts are high. As
expected, they are much higher in magnitude than the
majority of velocities in the chamber, as these ducts, are
quite small in cross section area when compared to the
cross sectional area of the chamber. These velocities are
seen to surge slightly with the movement of the main jet in
the chamber. This could possibly be the explanation of
what is termed by industrial operators as ‘breathing’.
Langrish et al. (2004) found from experimental and
simulations on a pilot scale spray dryer that for the case of
no inlet swirl, no distinct frequency. From simulations of
an industrial scale spray dryer, Fletcher et al. (2003) found
the main jet had a frequency of approximately 1 Hz, but
stated the presence of higher frequencies were evident.
Therefore, it is to be expected that no apparent
frequency exists, which the simulations have shown. The
presence of a fluid bed flow could add to the instability of
the flow field, as no fluid bed flow was modelled by
Langrish et al. (2004) or Fletcher et al. (2003).

EXPERIMENTAL
The spray dryer was run on ambient air with a main
inlet air flow giving an inlet velocity of 19.1 m/s and a
fluid bed flow that gave a measured velocity of 0.77 m/s.
The main inlet velocity was slightly higher than that
simulated.

Figure 3: Tell tail pole located at centre of dryer fluid
bed for observing the movement of the main air jet
The period of oscillation of the main air jet was
measured using a tell tail pole (Figure 3). The 3 m pole
placed in the centre of the fluid bed, had fabric tufts
placed every 200 mm up the pole and enabled the motion
of the jet to be recorded with a video camera (Sony Mini
DV Digital Handycam).
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Figure 4: Snapshots of 3D axial velocity contour of the main jet, 2D velocity vector and 2D velocity contour plots through
the central plane of the dryer axis 30, 33 and 36 seconds from the start of the simulation
transient Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations
with the SST turbulence model. This is possibly the first
published work to include the influence of a spray dryer’s
internal fluid bed airflow on the flow patterns in spray
dryers. Also, the geometry in this work has outlet air
ducts near the top rather than the bottom of the drying
chamber.
The results showed that the main axial jet dominates the
flow field and moves about the central axis of the dryer
with time. Recirculation zones were observed between
this jet and the dryer walls that change in size relative to
the motion of the main jet. No apparent distinct frequency
is observed which agrees well with the literature and
experimental measurements made on the industrial scale
dryer.

Experimental

The tell-tail tuft observations showed a reasonably
consistent behaviour: the tufts would flap in one direction,
the flapping would die away as the tails pointed toward
the fluid bed at the bottom of the chamber, and then flap
again but in the opposite direction. The period of
oscillation was estimated by determining the time between
directional changes of the tails. The estimated periods
ranged from approximately 2 s to around 10 s.

CONCLUSIONS
The air flow patterns in an industrial spray dryer used
for milk powder production have been modelled using the
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Although the fluid bed flow had a small impact on the
total flow field, it is likely to have destabilised the flow
field.
Visualisation of the main jet movement was achieved
by running the industrial dryer on ambient air and
measuring the main jet period with tell tails in the dryer.
These observations confirmed the transient nature of the
main jet and that no apparent distinct frequency exists, as
the tuft movements had periods ranging from
approximately 2 s to 10 s.
These findings reiterate the conclusions of previous
authors that transient, 3D simulations are required to fully
capture the flow features of spray dryers.
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